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Working the Reactors to lift, rushing to achieve watching weight change is not the way, 

calm patience waiting, Nothing happens in Space, increase intellect time to think and 

understand,  those in the Space program need to know their own strengths and weakness, 

your desire is not in tune with true feeling,  Will be able to buy Star Formation as a kit in 

supermarket,  Ethos of Space through the Keshe Foundation, not for personal profit, 

knowledge belongs to the whole race, comes through centuries experience in RNA, 

Chinese showing openly research, Seed research with CO2 Gans, plants take water from 

the air, for drought places, grow without irrigation, desert moving towards Beijing, but if 

you interfere and alter desert, change man,  New Technology developing rapidly because 

all around world people are working together, No need for nuclear weapons, this 

technology brings back balance to Earth, genetic modification is reversed,  Keshe 

Technology certified by Belgians for Alternative Health,  Principle: that your desire 

doesn't surpass the desire in the seed, for example, this is how the Universe works, not to 

enslave, Nuke tech is obsolete Keshe got 129 Tesla, 5 plus 1 treaty with Iran is about 

feeding the children, New Ethos for world change by your own actions, thoughts,  No 

respect for the likes of Edison, wrong ethos, American and Russian space program came 

from murdering, Von Braun V2 rockets, now can see Space program finished, no one 

will remember, correct ethos living by soul,  build system based on what is needed and 

environment, Star Formation is miniature universe, use in medical application,  Questions 

(58 min):  CO2 reverts back to Gans of Matter, insulating, its a nano layer, when making 

Nano coating, touching volt meter to plate every 3 hours helps to line up the flow in one 

direction, Magnet can be used for same purpose, Gans of Aluminum is very soft,  Man 

ate other animals and picked up the behavior of animals, if we eat Gans loose behavior of 

animals, Gans food is natural balance, water turned into gel, like in lung, plasma like, 

American military coming to Foundation, Bret with them,   Change orientation of plasma 

can pass through solid matter,  Stars are not solid core, have different layers field 

strengths of hydrogen,   Plasmatic flows not fields,  How heart beat, its own life,   90% 

clean-up of uranium by Iranian scientist with Nano particles,  you link the material with 

something else, doesn't destroy material, still see material, but no radiation,  same process 

as with virus,  Iran is one of leading countries in Nano technology,  CO2 attaches with 

Amino Acid for certain effects,  here on earth we absorb a spectrum of magnetic fields, 

Space ship is mono environment, brain dictates your own recycling of CO2 energies, you 

are the source of your own food, for deep space travel,  Secret: CO2 Gans can change 

Cancer in minutes but danger to interfere with other systems, or could spread very 

rapidly, Has to be done correctly,  Gans in capsule insert rectum, dilutes cancer, intestinal 

cancer,   China manufacturer,  How to use CO2 kits, have to have a use for CO2, then 

there is the Fat on surface of CO2, have to use Fat (Amino Acid)  or stagnates, Source of 

Food for family,   The Solution is not the CO2, have to move into CuO,  Has to be a 

regulation of how much we extract or create new diseases,  If respiratory diseases start it 

means too much being extracted,  Has to be a diversity in the plates, Copper, could 

develop more problems,  Moving closer to Sea, start submerging tests in coming 6 

months, if left on floor it crushes system when increasing weight, Atomic Copper,   

 


